WE ARE RECRUITING...
JOIN US!

PR ACCOUNT MANAGER
OUR BUSINESS
Founded in 2004, Vademecom is a 360° communications agency that continues to grow thanks
to the renewed confidence of its ever-increasing number of clients.
From the conceptualisation of a communication strategy to its implementation in the field,
Vademecom is the "one-stop-shop" in every field of activity, with a special focus on the health
and new/high technology sectors.
Our clients, from start-ups to the European Commission, require the same level of excellence in
all our communication services: Public relations & Media, Event creation & Management,
Communication coaching and consulting, Content strategy & Editing, and Motion & Graphic
Design. We provide a full range of communication expertise!
Having recently become part of the French Group WMH Project, we have further expanded our
ambitions, moved into new offices, and are looking for the right people to support this growth.

ARE YOU OUR HIDDEN GEM?
With 3 to 5 years of experience in press relations (ideally in an agency), you will support
our clients, ranging from one-man companies to the European Commission. Under the
guidance of a PR Director, but always independently, you will manage a portfolio of
clients entrusted to you on a daily basis.
You will follow up journalists and have regular contact with the press; write press
releases and dossiers; organise press conferences, interview rounds, expert round tables,
press trips, etc. Just like us, you are a 'doer'.
As part of a talented and dynamic team (in social media management, event
organisation, video production, etc.), and supported by a network of 20 agencies from
Moscow to Lisbon and from Stockholm to Dubai, you have an excellent sense of
empathy and a lot of enthusiasm.
There is an 's' in Public Relations, so you have learned to build up an excellent address
book and the press appreciates you for the quality of your contacts. Ideally, you also
have excellent relationships with online influencers (bloggers, youtubers, etc). Because
we live in one of the most beautiful countries in the world, you obviously speak the two
main national languages as well as English.

OUR OFFER
A stimulating and pleasant work environment, full of challenges and laughter. You will
never do the same thing twice and will continue to learn every day!
We will allow you to face the future with serenity, not only with a comfortable salary
and flexible working conditions but also, and above all, with numerous opportunities for
career growth.
You will be part of a dynamic team and will be surrounded by colleagues who are
tackling the challenges of a fast-changing world every day.

Convinced? Show us what you have in your brain, pen, and heart!
Send your CV and cover letter in the form of your choice to Vincent Morrens,
Head of Media Relations, vm@vademecom.be.

